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I am the treasurer of the Brentwood Democratic Committee and sit on the Brentwood planning commission, 
I have been involved for a little over a year. For the last year I have been an active member of Young 
Democrats of Allegheny County. Since 2020 I have served as  the President of the Pittsburgh Professional 
Chapter of Engineers Without Borders and been involved overall since 2017.

I began my career working with adults with intellectual and physical disabilities as a Quality Compliance and 
Privacy Coordinator for CLASS. I then took on the role of Program Director at Community Human Services in 
a mental health residential facility, prioritizing a housing first harm reduction model. I then worked in the 
environmental public health space with communities of southwestern PA that are impacted by oil and gas 
development. I am the founder and executive director of Public Health Partners where I continue to work 
with groups working towards a just transition to a greener economy that centers community solutions. 

Currently in my professional career I serve as the strategic projects manager for Cancer Free Economy 
Network, which is a national group that works to end cancer from toxic causing chemicals. In my role I 
oversee the implementation of our Emerging Leaders Cohort which is BIPOC year long paid leadership 
program that identifies and supports early-career leaders. The initiative focuses on building leadership skills 
of individuals who identify as Black, Brown, Indigenous & People of Color who are from or work in 
environmental justice communities. This role has allowed me to help identify and select the program 
managers who run the program each year and report back to me, the mentees for each year and the mentors 
who will work alongside each of the leaders. This program is not only national but last year we received our 
first international candidates as well. Working within the network and this program specifically has allowed 
me to refine my skills in building coalitions and working across racial differences on one shared cause--
eliminating toxic causes of cancer. While this experience is different than running for office or holding 
office, I believe the skills at the core are the same. Identifying stakeholders, meeting with the community 
and leaders and not just listening to what they have to say but allowing them to take the lead and truly 
working together as a team is I think how legislators need to approach holding office but that is 
unfortunately often not the case. 

Please list all public service positions held over your career including unpaid
public service.

*

Please describe the general background of your public service during your
professional career.

*

Please describe your accomplishments in promoting the concept of equity for all
people.

*
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I have spent the last several years working as a community organizer with communities impacted by oil and 
gas development as well as other major polluters. In my professional role I have helped communities 
organize town hall meetings, provided analysis and recommendations regarding policies and permits, and 
acted as a health expert testifying before the state senate as well as local councils and commissions when 
permit decisions were before them. I have seen first hand the suffering in so many environmental justice 
communities both in my own backyard and nationally. I have also talked with workers in the industry who 
have no rights, aren't allowed to unionize and are getting sick but can't say anything if they want to keep their 
jobs. I have talked to residents who would identify as democrats, and republicans, and independents and I 
see at the end of the day no one wants to pollute the earth. Everyone wants to breathe clean air, to have 
good fair jobs, and to have an earth to pass onto our children and grandchildren one day. Our climate is 
suffering, our communities are suffering and we need real policy change now to change the direction we are 
going in. In addition to working with communities I have worked alongside legislators to educate them on 
issues such as blue hydrogen, health impacts of fracking etc. and in 2022 I was able to help contribute to 
the public health fracking bill that was introduced in the state legislature. As a senator I would take all these 
experiences and skills to advocate for strong climate change actions in the state. 

Part of the reason I was interested in running for office was because we see a lack of educational diversity 
in our legislature—we don’t have a lot of social workers as elected leaders. I worked at Community Human 
Services during COVID and a lot of those experiences led me to run for office. Many of the issues my clients 
were facing everyday were things I couldn’t fix and they couldn’t fix because they were a result of poor policy 
or lack of policy on a whole host of issues. That job gave me a lot of experience working with individuals 
facing homelessness and substance use disorders and it taught me how harm reduction and housing first 
models are not only possible but are incredibly effective. I really believe my work as a social worker and in 
that setting is what would allow me to bring a diverse perspective to our legislature. 

I have been endorsed by Run for Something which is a national organization dedicated to supporting 
progressive young candidates running in down-ballot elections. Additionally, I have been endorsed by 314 
Action which works to elect scientists and those with a STEM background to legislature and advocates for 
evidence based policy solutions. 

Please describe any particular qualification you possess which was developed
either through your career or in your community that would enhance your ability
in the o�ce you seek.

*

Please describe any particular qualification you possess which was developed
either through your career or in your community that would enhance your ability
to serve in government.

*

Please list all endorsements you have received *
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My campaign platform is strong unions and economic justice, healthy homes & communities, environmental 
justice, disability justice, and criminal justice reform. In my legislative agenda, I am driven by a commitment 
to fostering positive change in the communities of the district. Some of my priorities would include: 
--Strong support for SP26, which targets the closure of the toxic waste loophole introduced by Katie Muth. 
This legislative initiative is integral to promoting environmental responsibility and safeguarding our 
communities from toxic waste.
--I would actively back HB1656/SB950, recognizing the pressing issue of wastewater injection wells, 
particularly prevalent in District 45 within Plum Borough. By supporting the prohibition, we aim to mitigate 
environmental risks and protect the local ecosystem, ensuring the health and safety of our constituents and 
maintaining our commitment in the Pennsylvania constitution that people have the right to clean air, pure 
water and to the preservation of the natural environment.
--My legislative agenda would take a proactive stance on harm reduction. I am eager to introduce and/or 
sponsor legislation that would legalize needle exchange programs across the state, offering support and 
resources for individuals grappling with substance abuse disorders. Additionally, I advocate for the use of 
fentanyl test strips to empower individuals to make informed decisions and continue to decriminalize the 
use.

Questionnaire 

Please answer the questions below to the best of your ability. Please select no opinion if you 
believe your position prevents you from answering a question. Comments are provided only 
IF you would like to expand on your multiple choice answers. 

If elected, what are your top three priorities? *
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I believe that the government has a crucial role to play in creating a more equitable society, particularly at 
the regional level. Some of the areas I believe the government can get involved to ensure equity is: 
--The government should prioritize investing in education, ensuring that all children have access to high-
quality schooling regardless of their zip code. 
--Addressing the housing crisis is essential for promoting equity. 
--Healthcare is a fundamental human right, and the government should work to ensure that all residents in 
our region have access to affordable, high-quality healthcare services. 
--The government can promote equity by investing in job creation and economic development initiatives that 
prioritize marginalized communities. 
--Addressing systemic injustices within the criminal justice system is crucial for promoting equity. 

1. Do you feel the  government has done its job of making our region more
equitable?

*

2. What is within the government's ability to make our region more equitable, and
what in your view, is its role?

*
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I believe it is the government's role to ensure policy and legislation that is created is equitable and is 
ultimately going to break down barriers and inequities that exist within communities. Specific policy 
decisions that would help to address inequities would be things like improving public education funding and 
allocation, legislation working to address the black maternal mortality crisis, elimination of cash bail and 
criminal justice reform, and protecting environmental justice communities from industry. 

3. Do you believe the government has a role to play to address our region's
longstanding racial, gender and sexual identity inequities?

*

4. What is that role? What specific policy decisions could help address these
inequities?

*
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I think it is essential that when our candidates are elected they do not stop doing the work that got them 
elected in the first place. Organizing for the rights of our neighbors and loved ones is not work that ends 
once you win public office. It will take more than voting and introducing legislation in this fight, our 
legislators must use every tool at their disposal and that includes truly engaging with communities. 

5. Should individual members of  government focus on addressing the root
causes of the racial and other inequities within the Pennsylvania region?

*

6. How do you feel you may do this for your district and the people you represent?
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

7. Do you support e�orts to increases the minimum wage? *

8. Do you support e�orts to legalize cannabis in PA? *

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

yes

9. Do you support the expungement of records related to cannabis sale,
possession, and or/usage?

*

Comments *
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I do support a pathway for immunity for those with cannabis related conditions and an inclusions of those 
individuals in the emerging industry. It is crucial to ensure that individuals with medical conditions that 
benefit from cannabis treatment have access to it without fear of legal repercussion. Immunity for these 
individuals can help ensure they receive the essential care they require. As a social worker I have worked 
with individuals whose lives have been impacted by the criminal justice system. Whether it’s individuals who 
have received jail time for small-time drug offenses or individuals with mental health issues that have been 
imprisoned and deprived of decent medical treatment–our criminal justice system is not working. Our 
system of mass incarceration is not working–and systemic racism has led to an institution which targets 
and unfairly imprisons people of color and puts a penalty on poverty. Additionally, the war on drugs as well 
single handedly targeted communities of color disproportionately and the criminalization of low level drug 
uses must be changed. 

10. Do you support the expansion of our public transit system (ex. Pittsburgh
Regional Transit) into neighboring counties and the potential use of new methods
of transit (Rail rapid transit, light rail expansion etc)?

*

11. Do you support a pathway for immunity for those with cannabis related
conditions and an inclusion of such individuals in the emerging cannabis
industry? Why? Why Not?

*
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I think the current biggest threat to voting rights in Pennsylvania is the attack on mail in voting. Pennsylvania 
has faced many challenges to voter rights and many challenges to mail in ballots but we have also had 
recent success with the creation of automatic voter registration. I would work to protect voter rights by 
ensuring mail in voting is protected and advocate for things like same day voter registration, an open 
primary system and restoring voting rights to offenders.

12. Should the Commonwealth pass new laws to protect voting rights in light of
new challenges against the recently passed ACT 77?

*

13. What, if any, is the biggest threat to voting rights in Pennsylvania?  *
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

stepping stone to single payer healthcare 

14. Do you support the creation or continuation of universal health programs,
such as Medicare for All?

*

15. If you answered yes, do you believe this should be permanent or a stepping
stone to single payer healthcare?
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

16. Should the government require local law enforcement agencies to ban
chokeholds  and no knock style raids in order to receive assistance?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

As a senator I would look to introduce and support legislation that would work to allow rent control through 
the state to avoid the price gouging that occurs in so many neighborhoods. I would also work to make sure 
new housing that is being built has a percentage of lower income or section 8 units. 

The section 8 program itself also is long overdue for an overall, the lottery system is not working and there 
are so many people who qualify for section 8 but never get accepted into the program. I believe rent control 
would help this somewhat but we also need to expand housing options for low income families and 
individuals. 

I think there needs to be more education for renters on what their rights are and what actions they can take 
if landlords are not meeting those requirements. Too many landlords get away with keeping renters in 
horrible conditions because individuals don't know their rights or have the money or resources to fight back. 

Lastly I am interested in what social housing has to offer because it has been incredibly effective and it is 
time we invest in this more, private profit-seeking developers have come into too many areas to develop 
housing and have led to gentrification of the area. The development of social housing offers a different 
more effective solution to addressing housing affordability. 

17. Do you believe the a�ordable, fair housing crisis includes having the
government address issues with zoning, rent control, and eviction alternativies?

*

18. What do you believe the solutions to the housing and eviction crisis should be? 
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Comments

19. .Should pennsylvannia end qualified immunity for government o�cials,
including law enforcement agents, in civil actions alleging deprivation of rights?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

20. Should Pennsylvania pass legislation requiring the commonwealth to focus on
the ability to release net-zero carbon emissions into the atmosphere by the year
2050?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

21. Do you support public  investment and funding of the public schools and
public community schools? 

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

22. Do you support investment into green energy and  green energy jobs at the
local level?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

23. Do you support investment into business education and sustainability into
underserved and and underrepresented communities ?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

24. Should the ICE detention facilities in the United States be subject to greater
local oversight?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

25. Should the Commonwealth work within its power to ensure access to banking
for locally regulated cannabis businesses?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

26. Do you believe there should be any new gun legislation to combat the health
epidemic of mass shootings and gun violence?

*

Comments

27. Do you support a path to citizenship for “dreamers”? *
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I do oppose the build-out of further infrastructure, but I also know that it is not as simple as stopping the 
industry tomorrow. Many of the communities I have organized in that are impacted by these polluters don't 
want a ban because it is also the major employer in their communities and is putting food on their tables. It 
is because of this that I think the solution rather lies in investing in the build-out of clean energy solutions 
and using climate investment strategies to bring in green jobs and green companies that can overtime 
replace the dirty infrastructure. I think this process will take time and in the meantime there are things that 
can be done to improve the living conditions of many communities this includes things like closing the 
hazardous waste loophole, banning injection wells, increasing the setback distance between industry and 
homes, schools, daycares etc, and increasing air and water monitoring of the facilities by third party groups. 

Comments

28. Do you support creating incentives for green technology innovation in
opposition to working to revive the coal industry?

*

Do you believe in a hybrid model?
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Yes through rent control, tenant bill of rights, social housing, increase in affordable housing units and 
section 8 overhaul.

29. Do you support expanding access to a�ordable, accessible housing for low-
income people?

*

If you answered yes, through what means? If no, why not? *
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

30. Do you promote diversion of people with mental illness from the criminal
justice system, and to increase access to community mental health services?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

31. Do you believe the Commonwealth has a role to play in reducing the maternal
and infant mortality rates for the Black community in Pennsylvania?

*

Comments
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I believe these issues are the very reason we need to secure the majority in the senate and bring more 
women and progressives to our legislature. Since the overturning of Roe v Wade we have been fortunate to 
still have abortion rights protected–but that is no guarantee. A small change in leadership could drastically 
change that. We need as a state to be able to codify in law protection for abortion rights to ensure that can’t 
be changed with a change in leadership. This is the same for protecting marriage rights, ensuring second-
parent adoption, preventing discrimination and other important human rights. Securing the majority and 
holding the seats we have would at least allow us to protect Pennslvanians through our own law if SCOTUS 
were to overturn any of these other rights. 

One thing that is important to keep in mind as we continue in our fight on these issues is that we cannot be 
satisfied with simply electing any Democrat. We must ensure, where we can, that we are electing advocates, 
organizers, and those who have experienced first-hand the effects of bad policy decisions. We must focus 
on electing those who recognize the importance of not letting those with intersecting identities fall through 
the cracks. It is not enough to address air quality issues in Allegheny County, we must address the more 
than 20 year life expectancy difference between zip codes within the county. It is not enough to address the 
issue of abortion rights, we must also address the issue of black maternal mortality rates statewide.

I view community safety as a holistic concept that goes beyond traditional law enforcement. Community 
safety is not only the absence of crime and violence but the presence of things that build a safe community 
and allow residents to flourish. As a Senator I could work to build community safety through investment in 
social services, police reform and accountability, community empowerment and engagement, addressing 
systemic inequities, and investing in prevention and intervention strategies things like youth programs, after 
school activities, job training etc. My approach to community safety is addressing the underlying issues that 
impact most individuals things like affordable housing, poor education, lack of job opportunities etc. 

32. According to the FBI, White Supremacy is on the o�ensive both in government
and in our socio-political rhetoric. What can be done to protect communities of
color, LGBTQ folk, Women, Immigrants and other at risk communities from this
very real threat?

*

33. How do you define community safety? How can your position work to keep the
community safe?

*
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In order to reduce the amount of violence in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, we must first address the 
root cause of violent crimes and work within targeted community outreach programing and legislative 
efforts to address of causes. We must invest in community programming and evaluate the effectiveness of 
programming in communities today. Resources must be allocated toward community based programs that 
address the root cause of violence, such poverty, education disparities, healthcare, and housing instability. 
These programs can include mental health services, youth mentorship programs, and economic 
development initiatives partnered with community leaders and advocates to bring lasting change with local 
stakeholders. Additionally we need to support mental health services. Our mental and public health services 
are desperately understaffed and underfunded. Meanwhile also promoting restorative and resolution justice 
programming to provide alternatives to incarceration. Harm reduction methods have proven results in 
reducing recidivism and promoting reintegration into one's own community. 

Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

34. Outside of policing and prisons, what are some of the solutions to reducing the
amount of violence that happens in the commonwealth?

35. Do you support expansive ballot access to include drop boxes, ballots
translated into multiple languages, and extended voting opportunities on the
weekends?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I would target policies of economic inequality, by supporting the raising of the minimum wage to a living 
wage, expanding access to affordable housing, investing in job training and apprenticeship programs, and 
promoting entrepreneurship and small business development within black communities. The current 
minimum wage in Pennsylvania is not sustainable. I support the a $15 minimum wage with the addition of 
continued annual raises to that minimum to addressing cost of living adjustments. 

36. Do you believe the process to reinstate the right to vote for returning citizens
(those returning from government detainment) should be streamlined and
automated to inform participant upon release?

*

Comments

37. What can you do to improve the quality of life of the average Black 22 year old in
your district? 
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As a community organizer, I became intimately familiar with the wide range of environmental issues across 
this district—from the injection wells in Plum to the well pads in Elizabeth, and everything in between (like 
the largest coke plant in the United States, Clairton Works). More importantly, I became familiar with these 
communities, their experiences, their concerns, and their priorities. I partnered with these communities to 
develop and advocate for policies that protect their health and safety.
I know what it is like to pay half your months salary to student loan debt. I know what it's like to life 
uninsured and debate between going to the doctor and paying your rent. And I know what it was like to work 
in healthcare during COVID. If elected I will continue to show up in my community every day and listen and I 
will ensure transparency by truly creating a culture of partnership and collaboration where we work together 
to get things done. 

Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

38. Why should voters trust you to operate di�erently? How will you ensure
transparency if elected?

39. Do you believe art is a vital resource for education, tourism, violence
intervention, and cultural competency ?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

I define government transparency as the principle that government institutions and officials should operate 
openly and accountable to the public. This means our legislators are kept accountable for their actions and 
decisions they make and that the public should have full knowledge on things that often go on "behind 
closed doors." 

40. Do you believe in funding the arts as a general practice of community
investments?

*

Comments

41. How do you define governmental transparency? 

Comments
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As a public health professional and social worker I am a strong advocate and champion for reproductive 
rights and protecting the right to choice. Having worked in mental health and in disability services I have 
seen firsthand the impact access to proper reproductive healthcare makes on people's lives.  I have worked 
with clients to help them exercise their right to choose and to help connect them to services like planned 
parenthood. Oftentimes there is a stigma for individuals and as a social worker my goal has always been to 
create a safe space where individuals can make the right decision for themselves without fear or pressure. I 
have several close friends who have had miscarriages and needed DNCs to save their life and I could not 
help but think about if I lived in a different state that maybe my friend may not have survived because they 
could have been denied that life saving care. We are a developed country with horrendous maternal 
mortality rates and depriving people of abortions is only going to make those issues worse. As a senator I 
would work to ensure abortion rights are protected by law in PA and then continue to advocate for change at 
the federal level. I would also work to ensure that high quality reproductive services are available for 
individuals regardless of where they live. 

Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

43. What does reproductive justice mean to you?

44. The medical result of pregnancy decision should not result in a criminal arrest
or prosecution of the individual or their doctor. 

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

45. Do you support reparations for the descendants of those who were enslaved
or denied governmental services based upon their racial classification? 

*

Comments

46. Do you support an end to lifetime parole in Pennsylvania?  *
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Comments

46. Do you support a restoration of gun rights to those who have completed their
sentence of incarceration and who have not committed a violent act within a
minimum 10 year time period following their release?

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

47. Do you support protections from discrimination that would allow members of
the LGBTQIA+ community protection from eviction, employment opportunities,
and medical discrimination? 

*

Comments
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Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

My career as a public health social worker began in disability services—first as a camp counselor for youth 
with disabilities, later in quality compliance, and program management for adults receiving disability 
services in the homes and communities of their choice. 
Throughout my career I have worked with people with disabilities as a person with a disability. And I know 
that the disability community is one that has often been underrepresented, overlooked, and failed by 
systemic ableism and stigma. We have historically treated individuals with disabilities like they don’t 
deserve the same rights to live in a community of their choice, to be financially stable, and to have access to 
necessary health services. We each have the right to dignity and choice in how and where we live, work, and 
play. I have advocated for this community as a social worker and as a person with a disability and I will 
continue to do that in office. 

48. Pennsylvania has one of the largest aging populations in the country. Do you
believe our government can do more to improve the conditions of the facilities
and the overall quality of life for our seniors ? 

*

Comments

49. How do you define disability justice and how have you worked in the past to
uphold its principles? 
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As a social worker I have a diverse and deep experience working with youth especially those considered at 
risk. In college I volunteered at the boys and girls after school club for multiple years and in graduate school 
I worked as a mobile therapist for kids in the court systems. Currently I still work with kids as a therapist 
specifically those dealing with chronic illnesses and cancer diagnosis. 

Strongly Agree

Agree

Somewhat Agree

No Opinion

Somewhat Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Thank You 
Thank you so much for applying. We appreciate your commitment to public service and 
working to ensure the people of the Commonwealth are well represented. 

This form was created inside of 1Hood Power.

50. How have you worked in the past to engage youth, particularly those who have
been considered at risk?

51. Artists, cultural spaces, and artist practitioners provide a vital partnership
and resources to government agencies. 

*

Comments
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